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Abst rac t - -Cons ider  a polynomial differential system of degree p + q, which was given from a 
general multimolecular reaction in biochemistry as a theoretical problem of concentration kinetics. 
Although its local bifurcations are investigated in [1], a bifurcation of codimension 2 at a cusp remains 
to be considered. In this paper, such a bifurcation, called Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation, is discussed 
and the corresponding universal unfolding is given so as to complete the analysis of local bifurcations 
for the system. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A special polynomial differential system 
dx 
d'--[ = 1 - ax - xPy q := P(x ,y) ,  
dy = b (xPy q - y) := Q(x, y), 
dt 
is given in a study of multimolecular reactions. As modeled in 
described in the following scheme: 
(1) 
[2,3], its mechanism can be 
[Ao] -~ A1, 
pA~ + qA2 h (p + q)A2, 
A1 ~ 0 (output), 
A2 ~ 0 (output), 
which shows that substance (A1) is generated from (Ao) and subsequently, while maybe part 
of (A1) separating, p molecules of remaining (Az) combine qmolecules of another substance (A2) 
to form more (A2) of p + q molecules, the final product o be extracted. The most fundamental 
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example is the trimolecular reaction [4]. By the conservation law, its kinetics can be described 
by the differential equations 
dXl 
dt = klXO - k2xl  k -P-q _ _  __ 3 :b1~2,  
dx2 
: k3xPx q - kdx2, 
dt 
(2) 
where xo, xl, x2 denote the concentrations of species Ao, A1, A2, and kl, kl, k3, k4 are kinetic 
constants. By taking the change of variables 
X .1/(pTq-1) k~/(p+q-1)x2, z.t.1/(PTq-1)_ --~ /g3 X l ,  Y = a -- k2, f~ = kd, 5 = ~1~3 do, 
and by rescaling with x = 5(q-1)/P~-q/PX, y = 6 -1 f lY ,  r = ~l÷(q-1)/Pfl-q/Pt, equation (2) can 
be simplified as (1), where a, b are defined by a = Ot~--l"(q--1)/P~ q/p, b -~- 5--1--(q--1)/P~ l+q/p and 
t is used to replace T in common practice. Clearly, x, y _> 0, a >_ 0, b > 0, and p, q are positive 
integers. 
Concerning system (1), many works are made for special cases, for instance, the trimolecular 
reaction where p = 1, q = 2, a = 0 by [4,5] and the trimolecular reaction where p -- 1, q = 2, 
a ~ 0 by [6]. For general p and q, some efforts are made by [7,8] in the case of p -- 1, q _> 3, and 
the case of p _~ 1, q - 2, respectively, where it is worth mentioning that they only consider the 
special situation that a -- 0, i.e., none of (A1) separates in the course of reactions. Actually, as 
shown in [9], in such a special situation, the system has exactly one equilibrium and at most one 
periodic solution arises from Hopf bifurcation. 
System (1) in the case a ~ 0 may have more equilibria and its dynamical behaviors may be 
more complicated. For unspecified p and q, this system is a polynomial differential system of high 
degree p+ q and its qualitative properties depend on both reals a, b and integers p, q. A difficulty 
in discussing its qualitative properties and bifurcations is that coordinates of some equilibria 
cannot be solved analytically due to the high degree of polynomials, which is an obstacle to 
compute igenvalues at equilibria. The complexity of computation caused by the high degree of 
polynomials causes another difficulty, as encountered in [10] for degree 3. These difficulties are 
overcome in [1], where the general (1) is discussed qualitatively for various (a, b,p, q) C R 2 x Z 2 + 
and all bifurcations of codimension such as saddle-node bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation are 
investigated. 
System (1) has singularities of at most codimension two. As shown in [1], a cusp appears as 
a = ao and b = aoq/(q - 1), where 
( £(_q: 1)q-' )I/P 
ao := \ (p+ q _ 1)p+q-1 (3) 
In this paper, we investigate the Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation [11,12] near the cusp, display 
the rise of homoclinic orbits and periodic orbits, and complete the analysis of local bifurcations 
for system (1). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In the first quadrant, by Theorem 3 in [1], system (1) has a cusp at equilibrium 
p q -1  ) 
Bo: ao(p+-q-  1)' p+q-1  ' 
as a ---- ao and b = aoq/(q - 1), where a0 is given in (3). For (a, b) near (a0, aoq/(q - 1)), we have 
the following results. 
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THEOREM 1. For integers p > 1 and q > 2, there exists a neighborhood V of the point 
(ao, aoq/ (q - 1)) in the space of parameters a and b and there are four curves: 
aoq } 
S:¢+:= (a,b) eV la=a0 , b>~- : - i~  , 
{ ooq 
SAf - :=  (a,b) eYta=ao,  b<(q_ l )  j ,  
:= / (a 'b )  eV[a -a°= 
# 
aoq ~, 
b> (q -  1) ] 




b> (q - l )  ' 
q l [ aoql  ( 3) 
2a0(p+q-1)  b +0 b aoq (q - i) ] (q --- i) ' 
49(q - 1) [b 
1) [ 
aoq 12 (I aoq 3) 
(q-- i ) J  +O b -  (q - l )  
such that equation (1) produces a saddle-node bifurcation near Bo as (a, b) across SAY + u SAf-,  
a Hopf bifurcation near Bo as (a, b) across 7-t, and a homoclinic bifurcation near Bo as (a, b) 
across 7~£. 
PROOF. Let 
61 -~ a -- ao, 6 2 = b - aoq q - 1' (4) 
and consider both IO] and lell are small enough. Expanding system (1) at 
p q -1  ) 





ao(p+q-1)  - (aoq+el )x -qy  
-- a~(p-1) (q - -1 ) (p+q-1)x2  - aoq(p+q-1)xy  q (p+q-1)y2 ,  
2p 2 
dy = [a~q + e2ao(q - 1)] x + [aoq + e2(q - 1)] y + [aoq + e2(q - 1)] a](p - 1)(p + q - 1)x 2 
dt 2p 
+(\q-la°q +e2) aoq(p+q_l)xy+(~o_ql+e2)q(p+q-1)y2,2 
(5) 
a truncated polynomial system of degree 2 of the expansion (sometimes called the 2-jet of the 
vector field). When el = e2 = 0, system (5) becomes 
dXd_..t = -aoqx - qy - a~(p- 1)(q-2pl)(p+q- 1)x 2 -aoq(p+q-  1)xy q(P+q-2 1) y2, 
dy a~qx+aoqy+ a~q(p-1) (p+q-1)x2+ a~q2(p+q-1) a°q2(P+q-1)  
-~ = 2p ' q -1  xy + ~(q--]7 y2, 
(6) 
a system having a cusp at the origin O, as shown in Theorem 3 in [1]. The linear transformation 
T1 : (x, y) H (x, z), defined by 
x = x, z =- --aoqx -- qy, (7) 
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changes the matrix of the linear part of system (6) into its Jordan canonical form and changes 
system (6) into 
dx a~ (p + q 2 - -=z+ -1) X2 p+q- - l z2  ' 
dt 2p 2q (8) 
dz a ]q(p+q-  1)2x2 ao(p+q - 1)z2" 
dt 2p(q - 1) 2(q - 1) 
A further transformation T2 : (x, y) ~ (u, v) defined by 
X~11,  
Z~V- -  
ao(p + q - 1) 
ao~(; + q -  1)22 
2p 
ao(p+q-  1)uv+ p+q-  lv2 ' 
2(q - 1) 2q 
(9) 
reduces ystem (8) to its normal form 
d~ = ~ + o (l~,vt ~) 
dt 
d, a~q(p+q_ l)2 a2o(p+q 2 - -=  -1 )  uv + o (i,,,vl~). 
dt 2p(q - 1) p 
(lO) 
Rescaled by T3: (u, v, t) ~-~ (fi, ~, T), such that 
~= 2ao(q -1) (p+q-1)2u ,  fi = 4 (q -  1 )2 (p+q-1)2v ,  T= - -  
pq pq2 
aoq 
2(q-~)  t' (11) 
the 2-jet of system (10) is simplified as 
du 
d"-T =v ,  
dv u 2 + uv, 
dr 
(12) 
where we still use (u, v) instead of (fi, ~) for simplicity. Being in the standard form of the 
Bogdanov-Takens system, as shown in Section 13.2 in [13] and in Section 7.3 in [14], system (12) 
has the universal unfolding 
du 
d--T ---- v, (13) 
dv 
d'r #l + tt2v + u 2 + uv, 
where #1, #2 are real parameters, and its bifurcation diagram is illustrated in Figure 1, displaying 
a saddle-node bifurcation as (#1,#2) across SN + USN- ,  where SN + := {(#1,#2) t it1 = 0,#2 > 
0}, SN-  := {(#1,#2) [ #1 = 0,#2 < 0}, a Hopf bifurcation as (ttz,#2) across H := {(#1,#2) [ 
#l -- -tt2 , tt2 > 0} and a homoclinic bifurcation as (ttl,#2) across HL :-- {(#1,#2) I #1 -- 
-(49/25),~ + o( I~ IP ,  ~ > 0}. 
In order to give conditions of bifurcation for the original parameters a and b, it is necessary 
to know how the parameters a, b, p, q in system (1) are related to #1 and #2. Applying the 
transformations T1, T2, and T3 directly to system (5), we get 
dlt 
= v + w,  (~, v, ~, ~) + o (1~, vl~), 
dT 
d_~ = ,,~ + ~ + +W2 0', ~, ~, ~) + 0 (lu, vl~), 
dr 
(14) 
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Figure 1. Bifurcation curves SN+, SN_, H, and HL in the (ttl,#2)-space. 
where 
WI(U,V, E1,E2)= 
w2(~,V ,~ l ,~: )  = 
4e l (q -1 )2(p+q-1)  _ e l (2q+p-2)  u elp u 2, 
aoq 2 aoq 4ao(q - 1) 2 
8e l (q -  1)3(p+q - 1) _ 2e l (q -  1) (pq-2p-2q+2)u  
aoq 2 aoq 2 
(2qpq-e lp -2e2q2-2e2+4e2q)  
v 
aoq 
+ ( -3e lpq+4e lp  - 4elq 2 - 4e l+8qq+2e2q 2 - 4e2q+2e2)u 2 
( -3e lpqT2qp)  
+ uv 
2aoq(q-1)  2 
2aoq(q -1)  
p(2q - 1) (e lp -  e2q+e2)v2. 
4ao(q -1)2(p+q-1)  
As above, we only need consider 2-jets of the polynomial differential system. With the change of 
variables 
ul  = u, vl  = v + W1 (~, v, el, e2),  
in the 2-jet of (14), we obtain a system where the first equation is in the same form as the first 
equation of (13), that is, 
dUl 
dt =vl ,  
dr1 
d--i- = Fo (~1, ~, ~2) + v~F~ (~,  ~, ~2) + ~,~F2 (~1, ~, ~2), 
(is) 
where 
Fo (~, q, ~2) = Eoo (~, ~2) + Eoi (~i, ~2) ~ + E02 (~i, ~2) ~, 
FI (Ul, q, E2) = El0 (El, E2) + E11 (q, E2) ul, 
F2 (~i, E~, E2) = E20 (q, ~2), 
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and E0o, Eol, Eo2, E10, El l ,  and E2o, being polynomials in 61 and 62, are all given in Appendix B. 
Note that FI(0, 0, 0) = 0 and 
o~ 
OUl (0,0,0) = Ell(0,0) 
2a2q 4 + 2a2opq 3 - 6a2oq 3 + 6a2q 2 - 4a2pq 2+ 2a~pq - 2a~q 
2a2q(p+ q - 1)(q - 1) 2 =1.  
By the implicit function theorem, there exists a function ul = o~(61, 62) such that a(0,0) = 0 
and F1(c~(61, 62), 61, 62) = 0. Actually, from the expression of F1, we can locally solve a(el, 62) = 
-E10/El l .  Thus, we can change system (15) by the transformation 
X 1 = ~t 1 -- O~ (61, 62) , Yl = Vl, 




dt = ¢1 (61,62) + ¢2 (61,62) ~1 + ~ + 
Ell (61, e2) x ly l  
Eo2 (61,62) + 
620 (61,62) 21 Eo2 (q,~2) 
E02 (61, 62) Yl ] 
(16) 
where 
¢1 (61, ~2) = 
¢2 (61, ~2) = 
Boo @1, 62) -~- E01 (61,6[2) ot (61,62) -~- E02 @1,62) 0~2 (61,62) 
Eo2 (61,62) 
EOl (61, 62) -I- 2a (q, 62) E02 (61,62) 
E02 (61,62) 
so that the terms of x 2 and xly 2 arise as required in the normal form (12). Here we note that 
Eo2(0,0)= -12a]q4+12a~q3 -4a]q2+4a]pq4+4a~q5 -8a]pq3+4a~pq2 =1:#0.  
4a]q2(p+q-1) (q -1 )  2 
In order to reduce the system to an induced form of the universal unfolding (13), we have to 
give a term of yl and remove the term of xl in (16). The affine transformation i  xl, 
¢2 (61, 62) 
u2 ---- Xl -4- , V2 --  Yl 
2 
achieves o, that is, system (16) becomes 
du2 
dt =v2, 
dr2 ~ ¢2 (61, 62) U~ -~ En  (61,62) 
d-T = ¢1 (61,62)-i v2 + u2v2 + ~/Eo2 (61, 62) Eo2 (61,62) t 
E2o (61, (~2) ,02]# E02(61, 62), 
Eo2 (El, 62) J 
(17) 
where 
(~1 (El, 62) = ¢1 @I, 62) 
¢~ (61, 62) 
4 
¢2 (61, 62) = Ell (61,62) .,. 
2 ~/---~o-; (61, 6---~) ~2 (6,, 62). 
(18) 
A further transformation 
U ~- U2, 
V2 
V ~ - 
~/Eo2 (61, 62)' 
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changes it into the form 
du 
d--'t = vx/E°2 (el, e2), 
dv ! Ell (El, e2) 
d-~ = ~ ¢~ (q' E2) + ¢2 (el, ~2) ~ + ~ + ~/Eo2 (el, ~2) 




d--t = ¢1 (el, £2) + ¢2 (el, e2) V + U 2 + 
(19) 
~, + E2o (e~, e~) ~: ~/Eo~ (e,, ~),  
~¢/Eo2 (el, £2) 
uv + E2o (el, e2) v 2. 
(20) 
System (20) is topologically conjugate to system (5) locally, since all undergone transforma- 
tions are invertible in a neighborhood of the origin. Hence, system (5) is an induced family 
of vector fields from system (13). In particular, the coefficient of the term uv in (20) satisfies 
E l1(0 ,0 ) /~ -- 1, which preserves the resonant erm of uv as in (13). On the other 
hand, the term E2o(el, e2)v 2 in (20) is not resonant and the corresponding coefficient satisfies 
E20(0, 0) -- 0. Thus, comparing (20) with (13), we obtain the relation between the induced 
system and the universal unfolding (13), i.e., 
]A 1 = e l (e l ,  e2) , ]A 2 : ¢2(el, e2). (21) 
More concretely, ¢1 and ¢2 as defined in (18) satisfy ¢1(0,0) = ¢2(0,0) = 0. This is consis- 
tent with the requirement of parameters for cusp in (5). In addition, by computation with the 
aid of MAPLE V6.0, the Jacobian determinant of the transformation (21) of parameters at the 
point (0, 0) equals 16(p + q - 1) (q-  1)5/a~q 3 ~ O. So (21) is a locally invertible transformation 
and the induced system (5) is locally equivalent to the unfolding (13). Thus, corresponding to 
SN +, SN-,  H, and HL in the space of (#1, #2), we obtain by (21), the bifurcation curves 8Af +, 
SAf-, ~,  and 7/£:, respectively, in terms of e I and e2, i.e., 
&V + := {(el, E2) c v01 ¢1 (el, e~) = o, ¢5 (el, E2) > 0}, 
aN-  := {(~1, ~2) ~ v01 ¢1 (~1, e~) = o, ¢2 (el, ~2) < 0}, 
:= {(~, e~) e v01 ¢1 (e~, e2) = -¢5 (el, e~), ¢5 (q, ~2) > 0}, (22) 
{ 492  } 
~'~£: := (el,e2) E Vo 1¢1(£1,e2) ~-= -~--~¢2(el,e2)) +O([¢21)  3 , ¢2(£1, e2) :> 0 , 
where Vo is a small neighborhood of (0, 0) in R 2. The corresponding results on bifurcations follow 
directly. 
In order to verify the expressions of those bifurcation curves SAf +, SAf-, 7-/, and 7-/£: shown 
in the theorem, we need to give the inverse of (21). Observe from (18) that 
e2)= (4(p + q- 17(q- (el,e / (23) q2 _ ¢22 (~1,~2) '
(24) - ~2~-:. ~3/2 , \ / ~0 ~ ~2 (,1,~2) 
where Cn, ¢12, ¢21, ¢52 are all polynomials as given in Appendix B. Then, (21) can be expanded 
at the point (0, 0) as 
8(p + q - 1)(q - 1)~,1 
tZl = aoq2 
(25) 
_ { (q - l)2 (4qa + 8pq2 - 8q2 + 4q + 5p2q- 4pq- 4p + 4p2) } e2 + O ([e~,e213) 
a~ q3 
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p - 2q 2 + 2q - 3pq 
]~2 ---- 'El 
aoq 
+ 2(qo:)2,2 + { p (8p--64q2 + 3pq2 +15pq3-- 20pq + 2q4-{-40q--8 + 30q2) } 
4a2qa(q - 1) e2 
+ (q -1 ) (2q  2 -4pq-2q+p)  (q - l )  2 2 . -. 
2a2q 2 ele2 a~q~ -e 2 + u ( Jei ,  e21a) • 
Notice that the 2-jet of (25) gives a quadratic equation of q .  We can solve 
(2o) 
aoq 2 
~1 = s (p  + q - 1)(q - 1 )2 '~ 
aoq a (4q 3 + 8pq 2 - 8q 2 + 5p2q + 4q - 4pq - 4p + 4p2).#2 (27) 
+ 512(q - 1)7(p + q - 1) 2 
+ o (l#,,m13), 
aoq 2 (3pq --_2q.+_ 2q 2 - p) . aoq 
e2= 16(p+q-1) (q -~g m+2(q_ l )  2/~2 
+ {a0q 2 (Sq 6 - 24q 5 + 52pq s + 70p2q 4 + 24q 4 - 172pq a - 8q 3 + 252pq 3
+ 27p3q 3 - 162p2q 3 + 196p2q 2 - 212pq 2 - 25paq 2 - 136p2q + 40p3q (28) 
+96pq - 16p 2 - 16p + 32p 2)/1024 (p + q - 1) 2 (q - 1) 9 } .~ 
+ a0q 2 (2q 2 + lOpq-- 2q -- 3p) aoq .2 (i.~,ml 3) 
64 (p + q - 1) (q - 1) 6 /~t/~2 + 8 (q - 1) a 2 + O 
In particular, 
¢11(0,0) 2 
¢~2(0, 0) = ao(q - 1)(p + q - 1) # 0. 
Hence, el = 0 if and only if #1 = 0 by (23). In this circumstance, i.e., #1 = £1 = 0, from (28), 
we see that  e2 > 0 if #2 > 0. Thus, from (22), we obtain the expression 8fir + = {(el, e2)[ el = 0, 
e2 > 0} near (0, 0). Similarly, SAf-  = {(el, e2) [el = 0, e2 < 0} near (0, 0). These expressions of 
curves £Af+ and SAf -  are the same as those given in the theorem. 
Furthermore, consider the relation el (e l ,  e2) = -¢2(e l ,  e2) as shown in (22) for 7-/, i.e., T(el,  e2) 
:= ¢1@1, ~2) -{-¢2(~1, ~2) : 0. Expanding at (0, 0), we have 
T(~,, ~2) := 8(q-1)3(p+q-1)  4 (p+q-1) (2qa+pq3-3q2+pq+q-p)  aoq2 E1 + a2oq 3 e 2 
4(q - 1) 2 (2q 2 + 3pq - p - 2q) 4(q - 1) a 
- + 4 + o 
Obviously, there exists a unique implicit function el(e2) such that O(0) = 0 and T(el(e2), e2) = 0 
and we can easily solve 
q - 1 e 2 
el = el(e2) -- 2a0(p + q - 1) 2 + O ([•2[) 3 . 
On the other hand, on the curve #1 = _#2, we have 
e2=2(q_1)  2 +O 0, (29) 
by (28), as #2 > 0. Thus, we obtain the expression 
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{ } / /=  (~,c2)let = 2ao(p~q_l)~+O(IE21) 3, e2 >0 
near  (0, O) as g iven  in  the  theorem for the  curve  ~.  
Similarly, consider the relation Ct(et, e2) = -(49/25)¢2(et, e2) + O(1¢213) as shown in (22) for 
?-/f. and expand E(el, e2) := ¢l(et, e2) + (49/25)¢22(et, E2) + O(1¢2t 3) at the point (0, 0) as 
-=(,1,,2) := S(q - 1)3(p + q - 1),1 + {4 (24q ~ + 97pq' + 2q' + 79p2q 3 
aoq 2 
-- 101q 3 -- 71pq 3 -- 26pq 2 -- 36p2q 2 + 100q 2 + 31p2q -- 25pq 
-25q + 25p - 25p 2) / (254q 3) } 4 
196(q 
- 196(q- 1)' ~, ) {]el, e213'~ 1)2(2q2 + apq-p -  2q) ,t,2 + ,22+0 . 
25a02q 2 25a2q 2
Clearly, there exists a unique implicit function '1('2) such that ,1(0) = 0 and ~(el(e2),e2) = 0 
and we can solve 
49(q - 1) 
,1= 5Oa---~¥q--l),~+O(I,=l) 3. 
On the  o ther  hand,  on  the  curve  #1 = - (49 /25)#22 + O(1#21) 3, we have  
,2 (I,212) > '2 = 2(q - 1) 2 + O 0, 
by (28), as #2 > 0. Thus, we obtain the expression 
~z: = (,1,,2)1,t = 50ao-~p--~q-1)'~+O(l '21) 3 '2 >0 
near (0, 0) as given in the theorem and the proof of the theorem is completed. | 
3. PHASE PORTRAITS  
In the theorem, quadratic approximations of the curves SAf +, •A f - ,  1/, and 7-/Z: are given 
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Figure 2. Bifurcation curves for p ---- 1, q ---- 2. 
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By the theorem, define 
{ (a,  b) • V I a - a0 < Dx 
% 
+0 b aoq aoq 
(q-- i )  , b > (q-- i )  
aoq U (a,b) eV la -a0<0 , b - (q - l )  
49(q- 1) [b- aoq ]2 
50~o--b-4q-- ~) L (q'--i)j 
- -<0},  
{ 1> [ ( 
Di i= (a,b) eV[  50a-~-q- -1 )b  +O b (q -  1)J (q-- i) ] 
q-1  [ aoq ]2 
< ~-  ~0 < ~0(p~q-  1) Lb (q-- i ) J  
+0 b aoq aoq (q-- i )  , b (q - l )  >0  , 
{ [ ( DIH= (a,b) 6Y[  2ao(p~q-1)  b -  (q--~).j +0  b -  (q - l )  
<a-ao<O,  b -  aoq  } 
(q - l )  >0 , 
] 
Dw = {(a,b) 6 Y [ a -  a0 > 0}. 
In a small neighborhood fB0 in the interior of the first quadrant, he theorem in this paper and 
theorems in [1] imply the following dynamical behaviors. 
Table 1. Qualitative properties in various cases of parameters. 
(a, b) 6 Equilibria Closed Orbits and Homoclinic Orbits Figure 
B -  (stable focus) 
DI no Figure 3 
B+ (saddle) 
a homoclinic orbit coming 
7-/E B_ (stable focus) from and returning to Figure 4 
B+ (saddle) B+ while surrounding B -  
B_ (stable focus) 
DiI a unique limit cycle around B_ Figure 5 
B+ (saddle) 
B_ (unstable weak focus) 
7-/ no Figure 6 
B+ (saddle) 
B_ (unstable focus) 
Di11 no Figure 6 
B+ (saddle) 
3Az+ 
B0 (saddle-node) no Figure 7 
or £A r- 
aoq "~ Bo Figure 8 (cusp) ao, q -  1) no 
DIv no equilibrium no Figure 9 
The figures mentioned in Table 1 are given in Appendix A. More concretely, we also know the 
location of the equilibria B+ : (x+, y+) and B_ : (x_, y_) as given in [1], i.e., 
a(p  +~ - 1 ) '  ' ~_  e 0, a (p  + q _ 1) ' and  y± = 1 - ~±,  
although it is still hard to solve the coordinates x_, y_, x+, y+ analytically. 
% 
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APPENDIX  A 
0 ~ 0 
Figure 3. (a, b) in DI. 
% 






Figure 5. (a,b) in DII. 
O 
Figure 6. (a, b) in 7-/or DIII. 
O 




Figure 8. (a ,b)= aOq_ l ]  
3: 
Figure 9. (a, b) in DIv. 
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APPENDIX  B 
Boo (£1, £2) ---- 4~O -~- q -- 1)(q -- 1)2el {2a~q 3 -- 2a2q 2 
+ (aopq-  2aopq 2) el + (2aoq 3 -  4aoq 2 + 2aoq)e2 
+ (2p2q - p2) el ~ + (3pq - ~pq2 _ p) e14~}/a~oq 4, 
Eol  (41,42) = el {4a2oq 4 - 8a2oq 3 + 4a2oq 2 - 2a2opq 2 + 2a]pq 3 
+ (4aop 2 - 2aop2q 2 - 4aop - 4aopq 3 - 5aop2q + 8aopq) el 
+ (2aopq - 4aoq + 2aopq 3 - 4aopq 2 + 12aoq 2 + 4aoq 4 - 12aoq 3) e2 
+ (Sp2q 2 - 2p 3 + 4p 2 - 12p2q + 4p3q) e 2 
+ (4p - 2p 2 - 16pq - 8pq 3 - 4p2q 2 + 6p2q + 20pq 2) e152} /a~q 3, 
Eo2 (el, e2) = {-12ao3q 4 + 12a]q 3 - 4a~q 2 + 4a]pq 4 + 4a~q 5 - 8a]pq 3 + 4a~pq 2
+ (8a2pq3 _ 4a2op2q + 4a2opq _ l Oa2opq2 + 6a2p2q2 _ 2a2p2q3 _ 2a2pq4) et 
+ (12a2pq 2 - 12a]pq 3 + 4a2opq 4 + 4a~q + 4a2q ~ - 16ao2q 4 + 24ao2q 3 
-4a]pq - 16~2oq ~) e2 
+ (32aopq 2 - 12aopq 3 - 5aop3q - 28aopq - 2aopaq 2 - 12aop 2 
+29aop2q - 2aop2q 3 - 15aop2q 2 + 8aop + 4aop 3) e 2 
+ (6aopq 2 + 2aop2q + 2aopq 4 - 6aopq 3 + 2aop2q 3 - 4aop2q 2
-2aopq) el e2 
+ (16p2q - 18p3q + 12paq 2 + 6paq + 8p2q 3 - 3p 4 - 20p2q 2 
+6;  3 - ap 2) e~ 
+ (6192 - 4p - 3p 3 + 30p2q 2 - 24p2q + 20pq + 9paq - 6paq 2 - 12p2q 3 
-8pq  4 + 2Spq a - 36pq 2) e~e2}/4a~oq2(p + q - 1)(q - 1) 2, 
Elo (el, e2) = -2  { (aopq 2 - aoq + aoq 2) el + (2aoq 2 - aoq 3 - aoq) e2 
(p2 _ 2p2q) e2 + (p _ 3pq + 2pq 2) e le2}/a2q 2, 
El l  (e~,e2) = {2a]q ~ + 2a~opq ~ - 6a~q ~ + 6a~oq 2 - 4a~pq 2 + 2a~,pq- 2a]q 
+ (6aopq - 4aopq 2 - 4aop2q + 2aop 2 -- 2aop) el 
+ (@2q2 + 2p~q _ @~q _ v~ + 2p~.) d 
+ (2 ; -  4pq ~ + lOpq ~ - 8pq - 2p~q ~ + 3p2q -p2)  ~1e2} 
/2a2oq(p + q - 1)(q - 1) 2, 
E2o (el, e2) = p (2q - 1) ( -8aoq  3 + 4aoq 2 + 4aoq4) 2 {pel + (1 - q)e2} 
/64a]q4(q  - 1)S(p + q - 1), 
~1 (el, e2)~- (4(p+q--1)2(q - 1)4,) 41¢11 (41, e2) 
q~ ¢~2 (el, 42) ' 
¢2 (el, e2) = - [2 ( ;+q-1)1 /2 (q  - 1)~ ¢21 (e,, ~) 
\ a~12q ) .~12 ' ~'2~ (el, e2) 
where 
¢11 (e~, 42) = 32~o~q  + 96a~ ~ + 32~pq ~ + 32a~q ~ 
- -  96a~pq 6 -- 128aoeq 5 - 32a~opq 4 -- 128agq 7 -4- 192ao~q 6 
~_ (64a4q7 ~_ 64ao4q5 .~ 208a~pq4_ 336a4pq5 48a4pq3_ 52a4p2q6 
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+ 152a~p2q 5 - 16a(~q s - 96aoaq 6 + 240a~pq 6 + 48a4op2q 3 
-148aaop2q 4 - 16aaoq 4 - 64a4opq ~) el 
+ (640ao4q 6 - 320a~q 7 - 640a4oq 5 - 256a~pq a + 64ao4q s - 64ao4q 3 
+64a4opq 3 + 320ao4q 4 - 256a;~pq 6 + 384a~pq 5 + 64a 4opq 7) e2 
+ (156a]paq3 + 150a]pq3_ 328a3pUq3 + 40a]paqS_  296a3p2q5 
_ 48a3p3q2 + 64ao3p2q¢ + 80a3p2q2_ 160a3pq6 + 320a3pq5 
+32a3opq7 _ 320a3pqa + 480a3p2qa _ 148a3p 3q4 _ 32a3pq2) ¢2 
+ (280ao3p2q5 _ 408ao3p2q4 _ 72a]p2 aS _ 832a]pq5 + 160a]q T
+ 320a]q 5 -  160a3q 4 + 32ao3q - 320ao3q 6 + 264a]p2q 3 
+ 768a3pq 4 - 96a3pq 7 + 448aaopq ¢ - 352a]pq 3 + 64a3opq 2 
_32ao 3qs _ 64a3p2q2) E152 
+ (32a]q s -  640aoaq 5 + 480aoaq 4 -  192aoaq 3 + 32aaq 2 -  192aaq 7
+ 4sO~oq ~ + 32~o% ~ _ 160ao% ~ + a20a~pq ~ - a~Oa~opq~ 
+160ao% ~ - 32ao% ~) ~ 
+ (320a2op2q 3 - 240a2p2q 2 + 332a2op3q 2 - lOla2p4q 2 - 16a2p 4
- 16a~p2q 6 - 276a~paq 3 + 20a~p4q a + 96a2op2q 5 + 28a~p4q 4 
+ 64a(~paqa + 96a2op2q _ 240ao2p2qa _ 16a~p 2 + 32ao2p 3 
+ 72ao~p ~q + 16ao~p ~q~ - 16 S ao~p ~ q) ~ 
+ (480ao% ~ - 192a~opq ° + 16a~p~q ° -6Sa~Wq ~ + 3~a~opq-8a~Jq~ 
_ 80ao2p2q _ 640a~pq4 + 48ao2paq + 560a2p2q4 _ 180ao2paq2 
+ 384a2p2q 2 + 32a2pq 7 + 208a2paq 3 --688a~p2q 3 -  192a2op2q 5 
+480a2oqap- 192a~pq 2) e~e2 
+ ( 16a~p 2 q + 96ao2p 2 q5 _ 20a~ip2q6 _ 184ao2p 2 q4 _ 84a2p2 q2 _ 16a~q 2
_ 400ao~pq 5 + 4soao~pq 4 - 320ao~pq 3 + l~6a~pq ~-  a2~opq 7 - 16ao~pq 
+ 9~ao~q 3 + 96ao~q 7 _ 240ao~q~ - 16ao~q~ - 240ao~q4 + 112ao~pq ~ 
+320~q ~ + 176a~op~q ) ~:  
-4- (12aop4q -4- 48aopSq 2 -- 12aopSq -- 48aopSq 3 - 60aop4q 2 - 48aop4q 4 
+96aop . q~) ~ 
-4- (96aop4q 4 - 216aop4q 3 - 36aop4q - 312aop3q 4 + 96aop3q 5 
+156aop4q 2 + 36aop3q + 372aop3q 3 - 192a3opq 2) eae2 
+ (120aopaq 2 - 24aop3q + 336aop2q 3 + 168aopaq a + 24aop2q - 48aop2q 6 
_48aop3q5 + 216aop2q5 _ 216aop3q3 _ 144aop2q2 _ 384aop2q4) £1£222 
+ (3ep~q ~ - a~¢q - ~4~q = -sv5  + 40p~q + sp ~ + a2p~q ~-) ~ 
+ (1@ 5 + 96~4q _ sO~q _ 20,S~q: _ 64v~q ~ _ ¢4p~q~ + ~92~q ~
+128pSq 2 - 16p 4) e14e2 
+ (sv ~ _ s~ + 5~3q _ 4S~q _ l~Sp~q ~ + 3~;~q ~ _ 96~q~ + 2oo~q ~ 
+32p4qa + 104p4q2 152paq2) a 2 
- -  ~i£2~ 
¢~ (~,, ~) = 4~oq4; + 4~o~q ~_ 4~oq~ _ s~o~q~p + 4~o~q~ + x~a~oq ~_ 12~o~q~ 
+ (~p~q~ _ ~¢ + s~q3 + 4ao~q_ 4~o~q_ 2~o~p~q3 
-lOa~pq ~) ~i 
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+ (24ao2q 3 -- 4a2opq + 4a2oq + 12a~pq 2 -- 16ao2q 4 + 4a2opq 4 - 12a2opq 3 
-16a~)q 2 + 4a2oq 5) E2 
+ (8aop - 2aopaq 2 - 28aopq - 2aop2q a - 15aop2q 2 + 4aop 3 - 12aopq 3
+32aopq 2 + 29aop2q - 12aop 2 - 5aopaq) e~ 
+ (6aopq 2 - 6aopq 3 - 2aopq + 2aopq 4 + 2aop2q - 4aop2q 2
+ 2aop2 q 3) ele2 
"-k (8p2q 3 -- 3p 4 -- 18p3q -- 4p 2 + 6p 3 + 16p2q + 6p4q -- 20p2q 2 
+np~q ~)~ 
+ (9p3q - 6p3q 2 + 30p2q 2 - 4p - 24p2q - 36pq 2 + 28pq 3 + 20pq 
--12p2q 3 + 6p 2 -- 8pq ¢ -- 3p 3) e12e2, 
¢21 (el, e2) = (Sa~q s + 8a4q 4 + 20a4pq 7 -- 32a4pq a
+ 72a4pq 5 -  64a4pq 6 + 12a4p2q a -  28a~)p2q 5 + 20a4op2q 4 + 4a4opq 3 
+48a4q ~-  32ao4q 7 -  32ao4q 5 -  4a4p2q 3) el 
+ (8a4q 3 + 40a4q 7 -- 80a~q 6 + 80a4q S -- 8a4pq 3 + 32a4pq 4 -- 8a4pq 7
+ 32a 4pq 6 -- 48a 4pq 5 -- 40a4q 4 -- 8ao4q s) e2 
+ (140a3opq 3 -- 22aoap 3q2 _ 4a]paq3 _ 56aaopq2 + 8a3pq _ 32a3p2q6 
+ 68a3pq5 _ 24aoap3 q5 _ 8a3pq7 _ 156a3pq ¢ -- 110agp 2q3 + 7Sa]p=q= 
_16a]p2q + 18a~p2q4 + 42a~paq4 + 62a~p2q5 + 8aaop3q + 4a]pq6) e2 
+ (120a3opq 3 -- 280a]pq 4 + 20a~p2q 2 + 40aaopq 7 -- 180a]pq 8 -- 116aap2q 5 
+ 156a~p2q4 + 320aapq5 + 40a]qa _ 20a~pq2 _ 92a]p2q3 _ 80a]qS 
+8a3q s -- 40a3q 7 -- 8a]q 3 + 80a]q 6 + 32a]p2q 6) ~1e2 
+ (160a3q 5 -- 8aaoq s -- 120ao3q a + 48a3q 3 + 48aaoq 7 + 8a3opq 2 -- 120ao3q 6 
--8a3q 2 + 40a3opq 6 -- 80a3pq 5 -- 8a3pq 7 + 80a3opq 4 -- 40a3pq 3) ~22 
+ (54a2p2q 2 + 70a2p4q 2 + 8paa2 o -- 16ao2p 3 -- 144a2p2q 3 + 248a~paq 3 
+ 214a2p2q 4 -  24a2p2q-  184a2paq 2 + 8a2p 2 -  16a2opq- 120a2pq 3 
+ 88a]pq4 _ 24a]pq5 + 72a2opq2 _ 56a2op4q3 + 32a2p2qa + 44a2p3q5 
--140a2p2q 5 + 16a2op4q -  170a2paq a -- 38a]paq + 78a]p 3q) e 3 
+ (456a2pq 4 --514a2p2q 4 -- 384a2pq 5 + 270a2p2q 5 + 172a2pq 6 
_ 56ao2p2q6 -k 108ao2P 3q2 _ 222ao2p2q2 -4- 116a2p 3q4 _ 28ao2p3q5 
+ 40ao~p~q - 24~o~p ~q + 4S2ao~p ~q~ + lOSao~pq ~ - 172~o~p ~q~ 
- 16ao~pq - 32ao~pq ~ - 304ao~pq ~) ~ 
+ (lOaao~p~q ' _ 96ao~,~q~ + 44ao~p~q ~ _ Sa~p~q + Sao~pq + 160ao% ~ 
-200a~pq ~ + 140ao% ~ + l~o~p~q ° - ~Sa~pq ~ - 52~o~t,q ~ 
-56a~p~q ~ + 12a~oPq ~)~14 
+ (2ao/q  - 12aop~q + aaop~q-  14aop~q ~ + 4S,~oV~q ~ + ~ao~q ~ 
-4- 16aop4q 4 - 20aop4q 3 + 72aop2q 3 -- 56aop2q 4 -4- 16aop2q 5 
+16aop5q 3 + 8aop2q - 40aop2q 2 -4- 24aop3q 4 - 60aop3q 3) e 4 
+ (40aop3q 2 - 32aopaq 5 -- 32aopaq ~-- 6aopaq + 70aopaq 3 + I12aopq 3
- -  94aopaq 3 -- 12aop2q -- 48aopq 2 -- 49aop4q 2 -- 16paoq 6 -4- 8aopq 
-- 24aop2q 5 -- 128paoq a + 60aop2q 2 + 84aop2q a -- 108aop2q 3 
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+ 72aopq s + 92aop3 q4) e3 e2 
+ (1288op2q 4 + 8aop3q - 40aopSq 2 - 728op2q ~ - 8aop2q + 16aop3q 5
+16aop2q6 _ 56aop3q4 + 72aopaq3 112aop2q3 + 48aop2q2) 2 2 
- £1E2 
+ (16p6q - 16pSq a + 32pSq 2 + 4p 5 - 20pSq - 4p 6 - 16p6q 2) ~5 
+ (8p 4 - 64pSq 2 + 40pSq - 96p4q 3 + 32p4q 4 + 32pSq 3 + 104p4q 2
-8p  5 - 4Sp4q) c~c2 
+ (48p4q 3 - 52p4q 2 - 16p4q 4 + 64paq 4 - 16paq 5 - 100p3q a + 4p 3 
+76paq2 + 11e~e2aop4q _ 4194 _ 28p3q + 24p4q) a 2 £1E27 
¢22 (~,  ~2) -- -12a~q 4 + 12~o~q  - 4~q 2 + 4a~pq 4 + 4ao~q ~- S~pq ~ + 4~pq 2 
+ (Sao% ~ -4~o~p2q + 4-0% - 10ao~pq 2 + 6ao~p2q 2 - 2a2p2q 3
-2a]pq  4) el 
+ (12a02pq 2 - 12a2pq ~ + 4a2opq 4 + 4a~q + 4a2q 5 - 16a02q 4 + 24a2q 3
--4a2pq - 1680~q 2) ~2 
+ (32aopq 2 - 12aopq 3 - 5aop3q - 28aopq - 2aop3q 2 - 12aop 2 + 8aop 
+29aop2q - 2aop2q ~ - 15aop2q 2 + 4a0p ~) e 2 
+ (6aopq 2 + 2aop2q + 2aopq 4 - 6aopq 3 + 2aop2q 3 - 4aop2 q 2 
-2aopq)  0 c2 
+ (16p2q - 18p3q + 12p3q 2 + 6paq + 8p2q 3 - 3p 4 - 20p2q 2 + 6p 3 
-4p  2) ~ 
+ (6p 2 - 4p - 3p a + 30p2q 2 - 24p2q + 20pq + 9paq - 6p3q 2 - 12p2q 3
-8pq  4 + 28pq 3 - 36pq 2) e2e2 .
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